INDUSTRIES

Quality Culture. Global Future.

About Us

We, at Kale Group of Industries, commenced its activities in 1996 with a press
parts and surface coating division in the name of Elegant Coatings Pvt Ltd.
Towards continual business growth, today the group is engaged in the
manufacturing of Roll Bond Evaporators, Finned Evaporators, Copper Aluminum
Connecting Kit, Pencil / Filter Driers, Refrigerators, Air Conditioner Copper Parts,
Bimetal and Press Components. The group is internationally acknowledged for
its excellence borne out of intensive research, careful market analysis and close
association with its customers.
Today with strong foundations and access to world class technology, we are
becoming more and more competitive world over. Our group ﬁrmly believes in
delivering total customer satisfaction.
Our highly competent project management capabilities are a result of its
tradition of anticipating and fulﬁlling speciﬁc customer requirements. A highly
qualiﬁed team of engineers and technicians, supported by the most modern IT
infrastructure ensures the brand of quality.
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Blending together youthful

CREATIVITY & COMPETITIVE TECHNOLOGY
to exceed the spoken and to IMPLICIT EXPECTATIONS of our customers.
We are aspiring to create QUALITY CULTURE
where-by each team member ensures that whatever

we produce is DEFECT FREE and is produced
with optimum resources and with

CONTINUAL IMPROVEMENT.

From the Chairman's Desk

Kale Group of Industries was established in 1996, located MIDC, Waluj, Aurangabad. Since
1996 with extensive experience of development, we are deeply aware that, sticking to
upholding the people oriented philosophy and the scientiﬁc concept of development is very
important.
Persisting in a harmonic development between enterprises and environment, honesty and
trustworthiness are our core values during the business operation. We seek win-win result with
partners. Our supporters and leading customers, partners and friends are the key to splendid
progress of the Kale Group of Industries to take lead in Roll Bond Evaporator Industry.
From now Kale Group of Industries will adhere to repay everybody with best in class products
and ﬁrst class service empowered by our core value concept of team work, sense of
responsibility, courage, worthiness, and by the mission of “Keeping Improvement , Creating
The Model Industrial Civilization” and Making indomitable eﬀorts to turn KGIL in to advanced
manufacturing capable to take leading role in India.
I sincerely thank all you customers and friends and family for your enduring support. Your
guidance and suggestions are welcome.
Ashok P. Kale

Infrastructure
Ÿ

Complete Setup for Roll Bond Evaporators, Finned Evaporators, Copper Aluminum
Connecting Kit, Pencil / Filter Driers, Refrigerators, Air Conditioner Copper Parts,
Bimetal and Press Components.
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Ÿ

Special unit for tool room, SPM & design department

Ÿ

Tool room is well supported with precision machines.

Ÿ

Modern powder coating converised plant is operated with zero pollution/waste free.

Ÿ

Advance machinery for Filter Dryer & Connecting kit with resistance welding facility.

Ÿ

Highly quality equipment for in house testing

Ÿ

Press machines from 5 ton to 400 ton capacity.

Ÿ

ERP based system

Roll Bond Evaporator
Roll Bond Evaporator
It is part of two aluminium plates which are bonded on
mechanical mill at elevated temperature. It is in the form of
plate, on which ﬂow lines called internal tubes are inﬂated.
It is protected with powder coating layer measured @ 50-60
microns.
Scope & Usage
It is mainly used in direct cool refrigerator/ Defreezers,
Chocolate coolers, Visi coolers etc. where temperature
required in freezer up to 8̊ to -16̊ C.

Features
1. Leak testing with high pressure nitrogen which ensures
defect free product.
2. Nitrogen purged, Evaporator gives conﬁdence which
ensures leak free evaporator.
3. Surface coating - Powder coating which ensures better
life of evaporator

Fin Evaporator
Description :- Fin Evaporator is a part of Aluminium tube &
ﬁns which maintain certain speciﬁed temperatures in
refrigerator.
Inputs RM used and Scope of usages :Mainly surface area of evaporator is used for exchange of
heat. Surface area (mm2) is maintained with the help of
aluminum tubes and aluminum ﬁns.
Desired area shall deliver desired heat exchange eﬀiciency
in frost free refrigerator. Finned evaporator can maintain up
to -18Oc temperature to protect from oxidation, anodic
treatment carried out on ﬁn eva.

Special Features or testing :Fin evaporator being refrigeration cycle product required to
maintain proper thermal/heat exchange cycles, so it is leak
tested at high pressure along with nitrogen purging inside
eva.

Insulated A/C Copper
Aluminium Connecting Kit
Product Description
It is the combination of copper and Aluminium pipe in which
both tubes get resistance welded on high KV rated welding
machines.
Cu-Alu connecting kit, Used to connect indoor and outdoor
unit of air conditioner which transfers cold gas from ODU to
IDU with good transfer eﬀiciency.
Advantages of Product Copper + Aluminum :
Ÿ

Copper is replaced by Aluminium tube which is
approximately 3 times less in weight.

Ÿ

PVC coated Aluminium tube gives extra life against
oxidation formation so ensured long life of product will
be there.

Bimetal Products
We are the leading manufacturer of Bimetal Products like,
Strips, Ferrules and Washers used for heavy Electrical
connections where these products are used for contacts of
Aluminum to Copper.
We oﬀer a range of bimetal strips are available in diﬀerent
thickness i.e. 1.0, 1.5, 2.0 and 3.0 mm and Copper to
Aluminum ratio of 20 : 80& 15:85. Our bimetal strips are
designed to reduce joint resistance and prevent galvanic
corrosion. This ensures durability for terminations and
improves reliability of power systems, irrespective of its
voltage. The bond is strong yet metallurgical. It can be
subjected to various tests such as bend, cup, chisel,
electrical speciﬁc resistance, etc., to ensure that the most
desirable properties of diﬀerent metals and alloys are
combined to solve the design problems, economically.

Ÿ

CU-Alu pipe is well insulated with EPE/ UV resistant
foam tube which avoids direct heat contact on tubes.

Ÿ

Leak tested at high pressure about 650 PSI which
ensures defect free product.

Ÿ

Resistance welding it gives great strength up to 1.3 KN
pulling force

Ÿ

Bursting strength Aluminium tube easily withstand up to
2600 PSI tested on hydraulic pressure test rig.
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Product range
Ÿ

Roll Bond Evaporator

Ÿ

Fin Evaporator

Ÿ

Bimetal Products

Ÿ

Air Conditioner Copper Aluminum
connecting kit

Ÿ

Filter Dryer for Refrigerator.

Ÿ

Strainer for Air Conditioner.

Ÿ

Press Components for Refrigerator, Air Conditioner &
Television.

Ÿ

Press Components for Electrical Press Parts.

Ÿ

Electrical Metal Flush and Surface Boxes.

Ÿ

Outdoor Unit of Air Conditioner

Ÿ

Powder Coating for the Press Parts and Roll Bond
Evaporator

Ÿ

(Sleeves) and Washers

Ÿ

Press /stamping component.

Ÿ

Refrigerator & Air Conditioner Copper parts

Certiﬁcations

Awards

Quality Policy:
We all at KGIL aspire to be the most preferred supplier by achieving customer delight through
continual improvement in our processes.
We shall focus on improving skills of individuals ,team work , promoting reliable suppliers and
process improvements.

Quality Objectives:
Key performance indicators are identiﬁed for each subprocess in the respective sub
process mapping. KPI data is monitoring on monthly basis.
Mr. Ashok Kale , Managing Director

Corporate Social Responsibility

Blood
Donation
Camp

Tree
Plantation

Swachha
Bharat
Abhiyan

Reputed brands who trust us...

Corporate oﬀice

Clad Metal India Pvt. Ltd.
F-14, MIDC, Waluj, Aurangabad. Ph: +91 240 6619620, Fax: +91 240
6619638 Mob: +91 9011047276/82 Email: marketing@kalegroup.co.in
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www.kalegroup.co.in

www.ornateindia.co.in
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